JUMP AHEAD™

ALL IN ONE PLACE BASE CAMP
ENGLISH WORKSHEET
ADVERBS 1

WHAT TO DO
You will use your knowledge of
adverbs by
JUMP 1 identifying adverbs in a text
JUMP 2 matching adverbs with
meaning
JUMP 3 categorize adverb types
JUMP 4 improving sentences
using adverbs

JUMP 1
Highlight or underline the adverbs in the text.
Solomon quickly scrambled out of bed and dashed clumsily downstairs. The
sound of loud knocking on the door plus the dog barking noisily, as it so often
did, had woken him unexpectedly from a deep, sound sleep. Carelessly
flinging open the front door, Solomon saw Claire and Harry, impatiently
fidgeting on the steps. He had seen them yesterday and they rarely visited at
the weekend. Claire smiled deviously; she was always too secretive. ‘Let’s go,
now!’ she ordered. ‘Hold on,’ Solomon moaned in bewilderment. He threw on
a jacket and grabbed an umbrella – weather.com predicted that it would rain
heavily. Then, off they went, why and where was a mystery to Solomon.
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JUMP 2
Each sentence contains one or two highlighted adverbs. Match the adverb with
a meaning in the table. Write the sentence number and the adverb next to the
meaning.
SENTENCE 1
Liz begrudgingly did her household chores.
SENTENCE 2
Xander laughed hysterically when Max slipped on the ice.
SENTENCE 3
Catherine only wanted an apple for lunch.
SENTENCE 4
‘Hey, everybody! We can stop here for lunch.’
SENTENCE 5
Kieran thoroughly enjoyed his summer vacation working on a farm.
SENTENCE 6
Everybody dashed outside when the fire alarm rang.
SENTENCE 7
Elaine is quite a slim girl considering her height.
SENTENCE 8
The stranger appeared ominously and unexpectedly, terrifying the children.
SENTENCE 9
Benedict never understood why his father arrived home after dinner.
SENTENCE 10
When it comes to computer technology, who knows what will happen next.
SENTENCE 11
Last week, Macy promised to help Karen with her English assignment.
SENTENCE 12
Where are you going?
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Adverb Meaning
nothing else or nothing more
somewhat; to some extent
at some point in the previous week
to a place near but not inside
at this location
to happen without warning
to what place or position
following an event
to do with resentment or displeasure
at no time in the past or future
doing something uncontrollably
completely and in every respect
the soonest occasion after the present
indicating possible danger

Sentence Number and Adverb

JUMP 3
Adverbs can be classified into one or more of five groups.
ADVERB OF TIME
The adverb tells you when something happens or is done.
Tracey arrived back from Turkey yesterday.
ADVERB OF PLACE
The adverb tells you where something happened or is done.
The forest is over there.
ADVERB OF MANNER
The adverb tells you how something is done or happens. These ly adverbs are
probably the ones you are most familiar with.
Aaron hastily packed his school bag.
ADVERB OF DEGREE
The adverb shows you the extent of something.
It was very cold last night.
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ADVERB OF FREQUENCY
The adverb tells you how often something is done or happens.
Although Oscar always thinks that he is right, he seldom is.
The table contains fifteen adverbs, three of each type. Decide on the type of
adverb and use the key to complete the table. You only need to write a letter.
KEY
T = adverb of time
P = adverb of place
M = adverb of manner
D = adverb of degree
F = adverb of frequency
Adverb
here
there
knowingly
too
rarely
subtly
afterwards
quite
soon
dreamily
much
twice
immediately
sometimes
above

T

P

M

D

F
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JUMP 4
In each sentence, an adverb
has been removed and
replace by a symbol. Select
an adverb from the words on
the right to correctly
complete each sentence.
Write the word next to the
symbol in the table.

a. Damian, being kind and considerate, ♥ helped his Mum with the dishes.
b. I can’t find my shoes ♣.
c. The thief ► crept up the stairs
d. My cousin will arrive from Italy ♠.
e. My niece arrived from Italy ☺.
f. Charlie was spiteful and ♫ broke his sister’s model.
g. ‘Come on! We need to get home ☼.
h. ‘I’ve been waiting ◊ all morning! Let’s go!’
i. It ◙ rains in the Sahara desert.
j. Becky ▲ eats Chinese food but prefers Thai or Japanese cuisine.
Symbol
♥
♣
►
♠
☺
♫
☼
◊
◙
▲

Adverb
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SOLUTIONS
JUMP 1
Solomon quickly scrambled out of bed and dashed clumsily downstairs. The
sound of loud knocking on the door plus the dog barking noisily, as it so often
did, had woken him unexpectedly from a deep, sound sleep. Carelessly
flinging open the front door, Solomon saw Claire and Harry, impatiently
fidgeting on the steps. He had seen them yesterday and they rarely visited at
the weekend. Claire smiled deviously; she was always too secretive. ‘Let’s go,
now!’ she ordered. ‘Hold on,’ Solomon moaned in bewilderment. He threw on
a jacket and grabbed an umbrella – weather.com predicted that it would rain
heavily. Then, off they went, why and where was a mystery to Solomon.

JUMP 2
Adverb Meaning
nothing else or nothing more
somewhat; to some extent
at some point in the previous week
to a place near but not inside
at this location
to happen without warning
to what place or position
following an event
to do with resentment or displeasure
at no time in the past or future
doing something uncontrollably
completely and in every respect
the soonest occasion after the present
indicating possible danger

Sentence Number and Adverb
3 only
7 quite
11 last week
6 outside
4 here
8 unexpectedly
12 where
9 after
1 begrudgingly
9 never
2 hysterically
5 thoroughly
10 next
8 ominously
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JUMP 3
Adverb
here
there
knowingly
too
rarely
subtly
afterwards
quite
soon
dreamily
much
twice
immediately
sometimes
above

T

P

M
P
P
M
D
F
M
T
D
T
M
D
F
T
F
P

D

F

JUMP 4

Symbol
♥
♣
►
♠
☺
♫
☼
◊
◙
▲

Adverb
eagerly
anywhere
quietly
tomorrow
yesterday
intentionally
now
patiently
rarely/seldom
sometimes
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